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1. Executive summary
Numerous supply chain management and

But studies also reveal again and again that

logistics studies conducted in recent years

many businesses have not yet achieved good

by market research firms reveal a common

supply chain visibility. The obvious

thread: Supply chain visibility is the topic

conclusion is that businesses are not really

that respondents regularly cite as a high or

making headway on this issue. But what are

very high priority. And it’s no wonder, since

the unique challenges here? Where is

visibility brings benefits that include

visibility particularly important? And how

enhanced quality of services, which in turn

should businesses approach and implement

boosts customer satisfaction. Visibility also

a visibility strategy? This white paper seeks

helps soften the impact of disruptions,

to answer these questions.

keeping down transport and handling costs.
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2. Visibility – the answer to
increasing complexity
The revolution in commerce brought about

business processes. But in the end, the

by the Internet and with it the ability to

conclusion is always the same: The only way

compare products and services from around

to manage such complexity is through

the world have long played a key role in

comprehensive visibility and IT support

driving change in modern supply chains.

along the entire supply chain.

Consumers can shop around the clock, and

The need for information and the

delivery must often take place within just a

interpretation of specific data can vary

few hours. This had led to sharp growth in

greatly from one supply chain partner to

the number of small parcels with highly

another, however. The ocean freight

individualized “last mile” requirements –

forwarder, for example, has a completely

and a corresponding growth in the number

different perspective on a particular

of returns. At the same time, businesses are

shipment than the transport service

focusing more on the demanding consumer,

provider who receives the shipment at the

making it more crucial than ever for supply

central hub and must ensure that both time

chains to maintain and optimize their

and resources are used to maximum effect

service levels.

during cross-docking.

Shorter product cycles, more complex

The same diversity found in the data

products, declining vertical range of

requirements is reflected in the data

manufacture, global procurement, volatile

standards, the scope of data collected, and

markets, and a growing number of natural

the semantics of the in-house IT systems

disasters – these are other factors that make

used by the various parties. To make things

it increasingly challenging to manage a

even more difficult, these IT tools are still

supply chain. The often unknown number of

typically designed for a particular

business partners, spread around the world,

company’s internal processes. Direct

further increases the risk of disruptions and

processing of outside data is either

breakdowns.

impossible or technically very difficult. The

These challenges are not standalone

result is information that does not flow

phenomena, however. They are amplified

easily or seamlessly from one partner to

when combined and often require new

another.

supply chain management strategies and
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3. Where and why supply chain visibility
is so important
So visibility is the answer to increasingly

Examples include mandated security

complex supply chains. But how can the

messages or complex customs procedures

concrete benefit of supply chain visibility be

that often require very detailed information.

made tangible? Where is visibility especially
helpful and useful? We look at five problem
areas and five solution examples.

3.1 ProCurEmEnT
The need for the right information

3.2 CuSTomEr SaTISFaCTIon
how visibility leads to better service
levels
As already mentioned, the optimization of
service levels has taken on increased

Reliable planning is a critical factor of

importance in recent years. Visibility is

successful supply chains. This generally

helpful for identifying potential disruptions

requires procurement processes that run

in advance and taking immediate action,

smoothly. But we cannot generally control

especially when it comes to service level

the activities of our suppliers. This makes

agreements, promised lead times, and

transparent processes and effective, two-

ongoing planning updates. This makes it

way information sharing all the more

possible to initiate the necessary response –

important.

like switching from ocean freight to air

Take order management, for example:

freight, or shipping from a different location.

Direct acceptance, rejection, or amended

The result is much better compliance with

confirmation can flow directly into

deadlines and quality standards. This type

availability planning. The same applies

of visibility not only raises service levels, it

when there is a change of plan. The objective

also results in a long-term relationship of

must be to immediately assess the

trust with partners and customers.

Recommended reading:
Practical tips for
“delivering greater
customer satisfaction”
can be found in another
AEB white paper.

consequences of any change in the form of
delays, shortages, or quality irregularities
and lessen impact by adjusting plans
accordingly.
It is also very important for documents to be
transmitted ahead of the goods. This makes
it possible to prepare special information
and forward it to the authorities and other
parties on time.
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3.3 InVEnTory managEmEnT

modes of transport by cost or lead time. This

dynamic markets require strategic
inventory management

also yields concrete benefits in the form of
fewer empty runs and shorter wait times.
And this is important, especially in light of

The increased differentiation in the market

an EU study that found empty runs

strategies of businesses has a tremendous

accounting for over one-fifth of road haulage

impact on the supply chain: Shorter cycles of

kilometers on Europe’s roads. The study’s

innovation, seasonal products, campaigns,

authors also assumed, even without hard

and special promotions result in high

data, that many of the remaining vehicles

fluctuation and capacity spikes. Dealing

also have significant unused capacity.

with these dynamics means anticipating the

Visibility across operating processes also

effects on the value chain early on,

helps businesses turn inventory over faster

developing the appropriate strategies, and

through cross-docking and optimize goods

applying these strategies to the supply chain

receipt processes to available resources.

processes.

Simplified customs procedures can also

This in turn requires up-to-date information

greatly streamline handling, but such

on the status and availability of materials

privileges are subject to various

and products. This information must

requirements, including high consistency of

transcend the borders of one’s own

data.

warehouse to include goods in transit and
planning data for both internal and

In addition to operational visibility, cost

outsourced production, with the ideal result

transparency across the entire supply chain

being a global virtual inventory. This

is a critical factor in achieving further

detailed knowledge of availabilities and

savings. Take transport costs, for example,

defined times and locations can facilitate

which represent one of the biggest cost

strategic decision-making and dynamic (re-)

blocks within the supply chain and have long

planning.

been the focus of logistics managers. Those

Process and cost
transparency can yield
drastic cost savings,
especially in transport
logistics.

who seek to implement an optimization
strategy should first understand what drives

3.4 SuPPly ChaIn CoSTS

costs in their own supply chain and have
answers to questions such as the following:

how visibility helps optimize the
use of resources and lower costs

▪ What are the freight costs of a given

A key dimension of supply chain visibility is

▪ How high are the transport costs for

product?
the real-time transparency of ongoing
processes such as the status of a customer
order, the scheduling of a picking order, or

supplying my key accounts?
▪ Which transport lane accounts for the
largest share of costs?

the current location of a container. This kind
of information makes it easy to better plan
transport capacities or consciously select

1
European Commission (2014). “Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the State of
the Union Road Transport Market.” Brussels.
2

Gartner (2010). “Large Companies Behind in Transportation Technology Adoption and Paying For It.”
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Reliable information on past transport

proactive response?

volumes and costs are the foundation for

According to a 2013 study of the Business

organizing effective, optimized freight

Continuity Institute (BCI), 75 percent of the

contracts, service levels, and allotments. This

companies surveyed reported that they

information can be used to take specific

experienced at least one significant supply

action – reassigning certain routes, for

chain disruption in the past year. As many

example, or negotiating more favorable

and varied as the causes and consequences

service levels for less-critical products.

were, the damages exceeded a million euros

Significant savings can also be realized by

in 15 percent of cases – without

monitoring ongoing costs with the help of an

consideration of indirect costs, damage to

automated verification process, however.

reputation, etc.

Billed services should always be checked

A Deloitte study found that the most

against services actually rendered, especially

common risk events within a company’s

in the transport sector with its complex

own supply chain were interruptions to the

freight agreements and fee schedules. A

procurement, production, and distribution

study by the market research firm Gartner

networks. In the extended value chain, the

found that, on average, seven percent of

primary risks came from fluctuations in

freight invoices contained errors. An

demand, changing customer preferences,

automated verification process eliminates

and problems with suppliers. The primary

the risk of erroneous service charges. It is

external risk events include economic

also an important step toward meeting

changes, a critical scarcity of resources,

compliance requirements.

geopolitical and security-related events, and
natural disasters.

3.5 rISK managEmEnT
Identifying threats and controlling
the response
Another very important aspect of supply
chain visibility is bringing transparency to
risks in the supply chain and obtaining
consistent, complete, and validated data.
End-to-end transparency enables a basic
understanding of the risks that exist and
makes it possible to qualify them. But this
topic is so multi-faceted that its significance
can only be touched upon here. The two core
questions: Where are the greatest risks in

End-to-end
transparency
enables a basic
understanding of
the risks that
exist and makes
it possible to
qualify them.

the supply chain? And which risks require a

3

Business Continuity Institute (2013). “Supply Chain Resilience 2013: A critical survey to consider the origin, causes and
consequences of supply chain disruption.” Zurich.

4

Marchese, K., & Paramasivam, S. (2013). “The ripple effect. How manufacturing and retail executives view the growing
challenge of supply chain risk.” Deloitte.
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4. Visibility: Status quo is still inadequate
Supply chain visibility offers tremendous

changing modes of transport, or paying for

benefits across several areas and

special trips and overtime.

dimensions. But in practice there is a major

Businesses that already have relatively

discrepancy between how important

sophisticated supply chain visibility boast

businesses say the topic is and how often

higher performance. A 2013 study by the

they actually implement visibility projects.

Aberdeen Group, for example, looked at the

In a survey conducted by the consulting

effects of supply chain visibility on cost and

firm Supply Chain Insights, for example,

service levels. The analysts divided the

96% of respondents ranked supply chain

companies into supply chain visibility

visibility as important, but only 53% feel

leaders (the 20% of the study group that

their own performance in this area is good.

already had high supply chain visibility) and

Businesses still compensate for a lack of

supply chain visibility followers (the

visibility by throwing money at the problem:

remaining 80%). The following illustration

maintaining high levels of safety stock,

summarizes the results:
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Source: original graphic based on study5

5
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Aberdeen Group (2013). “Supply Chain Visibility. A critical strategy to optimize cost and service.” Boston.
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5. Solution: Focusing on people and IT

So if supply chain visibility is so important

know he’s stuck in traffic. This means that

and offers such clear benefits on so many

the quality of one’s partners and employees

fronts, how can it be achieved? What are the

is a critical factor. In the end, this

prerequisites and success factors?

determines whether supply chain managers

The chief prerequisite for functioning cross-

are empowered to make the right decisions

enterprise collaboration in procurement and

in the first place.

distribution networks is the need for all

Everyone involved in the supply chain must

parties to exchange data. The main

be part of the visibility effort if the goal of

challenge is getting supply chain

end-to-end transparency is to be achieved.

participants to share their data. This begins

The market research institute Gartner has

with the Chinese supplier who must issue a

developed a phased model that outlines five

prompt alert if a container misses its ship. It

steps for comprehensive supply chain

applies to the forklift operator who

visibility based on the integration of supply

accidentally drops a package. And it applies

chain partners.6

to the truck driver who needs to let everyone

Coming together with partners:
Businesses need a basic structure that enables interfaces to external partners.

Technical cooperation:
Relevant information and interfaces must be identified on a technical level, and work
processes and measures must be defined.

Collection of relevant data:
Data identified as relevant must be collected.

Operational cooperation:
This includes communications among partners through various channels and
cooperation within the defined processes.

Scenarios:
The collected data makes it possible to play through various scenarios,
thereby optimizing the processes.
6
Gartner (2014). “Use Cases for Supply Chain Visibility.”
Source: original graphic based on study6
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Another important point: Technical

or GSM, ubiquitous computing, voice

cooperation and technological

recognition, and digital image processing.

sophistication. In practice, many businesses

The actual challenge for IT systems lies in

still rely largely on manual processes with a

using all this data correctly: mapping all the

little help from Excel, sharing data and

resources, capacities, inventory, and

spreadsheets by e-mail or Microsoft

processes in the supply chain and using EDI

SharePoint. This is an inefficient method

standards to facilitate the quick exchange of

that quickly becomes inadequate as supply

information among partners. This requires

chains grow more complex. How should

nothing less than importing data from all

employees organize their data, and how can

variety of sources and formats and creating

you ensure correct transmission to external

seamless connections across multiple levels

partners? How can IT systems process such

for all relevant business transactions. These

information and support the decision-

business transactions are represented by

makers with the right key information?

data objects such as inventory data, sales

One recipe for success: Eliminate wherever

and purchase order data, sales and

possible the need for people to enter data

production planning data, and data from

manually. This means for example using

physical material flow elements such as load

sensors not only in transport vehicles and

carriers, shipments, and means of

warehouses but also on associated pallets,

transport. Another essential element: events

shipments, and the products themselves.

that document every step in a process or

The core technology required for end-to-end

every change in status. Sophisticated

collection and electronic analysis of the

alerting systems are responsible for

relevant information is already available

notifications and other actions if deviations

and established today: touch-free

exceed defined tolerances.

identification via RFID, geolocation via GPS

Example of
visibility software:
ASSIST4 Visibility
& Collaboration
from AEB
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It is now possible to find many providers of

tailor the data to each target group. The

visibility software, which typically features

following table summarizes the major

a platform architecture. Such solutions

functionalities and components of such

serve as hubs for the relevant data of all

software.

parties involved in the supply chain and can

Functionalities and components of visibility software
Integration platform

Here, all the various data from diverse sources is
translated into a uniform format.

Information platform

Here, the information gathered by the software is
made available to all parties in a central location.

Supply chain planning

For optimal planning, all subprocesses, including
milestones, must be mapped in the software.

Monitoring

Milestones plus transport lead times define the
event chain and form the basis for proactive
monitoring.

Alerting

Notification and performance monitoring requires a
system that alerts you if milestones are missed.

Reporting

This function collects, consolidates, and analyzes data
from all integrated systems. This makes it possible to
optimize processes and troubleshoot errors.
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6. Summary: Supply chain visibility –
the unfulfilled promise
Supply chain visibility – defined as the IT-

approach to such solutions. Extended

supported visualization and monitoring of

visibility solutions can only deliver their full

all process workflows within the supply

benefit if supply chain partners are

chain, from the supplier to the end customer

integrated, however. Visibility and the

– is still an unfulfilled promise in many

processes and data needed to bring it about

businesses. There is a broad consensus on

require cross-functional knowledge transfer

the necessities and benefits of a

and information sharing, both within a

comprehensive solution, however – and on

company and between partners. This is the

the fact that powerful systems are available,

only way for visibility to deliver on its

affordable, and accessible through cloud-

promise of helping businesses adapt to

based services.

changing conditions and remain

But their implementation often fails because

competitive over the long term.

businesses do not see or take an integrated
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What is a white paper?
AEB defines a white paper as a document

solutions, or processes – analyzed and

providing qualified, unbiased information

explained by our experts. A white paper

on a particular topic.

reflects the current status at the time it is

White papers may deal with laws and

written – subsequent changes in the underly-

regulations, standards, technologies,

ing circumstances cannot be ruled out.
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